In the real world we do authentication hundreds of times a day with little effort and strong confidence. We believe that the digital world can and should catch up. The focus of this paper is about authentication for critical applications. Specifically, it is about the fundamentals for evaluating whether or not someone is who they say they are by using combinations of multiple meaningful and measurable input factors. We present a "gold standard" for authentication that builds from what we naturally and effortlessly do everyday in a face-to-face meeting. We also consider how such authentication systems can enable resilience to users under duress. This work differs from much of the other work in authentication first by focusing on authentication techniques that provide meaningful measures of confidence in identity and also by using a multifaceted approach that comprehensively integrates multiple factors into a continuous authentication system, without adding burdensome overhead to users.
INTRODUCTION
Systems can be measurably secured against attacks on availability, confidentiality, and integrity using clean-slate, ground-up techniques involving combinations of formal verification and both technological and "human" Byzantine fault tolerance [40] . However, all such systems-even highassurance, critical systems (e.g., nuclear command and control [3, §13.2.2]) that use diverse, independent redundancy from the atoms composing a system's transistors to the humans operating the system-require measurably strong validation and verification of human identity. In this paper,we discuss solutions for authenticating in critical environments. We also believe that many elements of our solutions could be applicable elsewhere in non-critical environments, and we seek to provide for mechanisms that can allow this.
Authentication, sometimes called origin integrity, is a means of measuring the degree of trust that one can have that the source of data is who it purports to be [6, §1. 1.2] . Two concepts are implicit in origin integrity: 1) the source of the data is indeed who it claims to be (identity integrity), and 2) the data is a faithful reproduction from that source (data integrity). This paper is concerned mostly with the former. Humans have authenticated to each other throughout history. Some of the time, that authentication has been between two people physically near each other. Sometimes two people cannot be near each other, however, or may not know each other's appearance, so alternate means have been used, such as the impressions of signet rings in wax, secret handshakes, or passwords. The reality of these latter techniques is that they often failed to correctly validate identity. Today, we still authenticate to each other by recognizing one another when we are in close physical proximity.
But, as it has always been, there are times when authentication over a distance is required. And indeed, just as in earlier times, the techniques that we use today often fail as well. We assert that this is because most of the techniques currently used for authentication over a distance do not measurably provide a meaningful degree of trust. Knowing a password may indicate nothing more than that the password has not been guessed, and possessing an one-time password token may indicate nothing more than it has been stolen. And it is impossible to measure the risk of either.
Thus, the focus of this paper is twofold: first, it is about methods for using data input factors across multiple dimensions that provide meaningful and measurable confidence about whether or not someone is who they say they are, and that they are not, for example, performing a masquerade attack [31] by presenting stolen, forged, duplicated, guessed, or mimicked credentials. This paper is also about making sure that the authentication is intentional and not, for example, coerced. These two concepts-authentication and intentform the basis for definitive command and control of critical systems [3, §13.2.2] . We briefly touch on the problem of securing systems against people who are already trusted and who then decide to do something malicious (e.g., "insiders" [8] ) but primarily leave system design, formal methods, and fault tolerance as defenses to address such threats [40] . We conclude the paper by presenting four "principles of authentication" that we assert that systems must adhere to in order to capture the meaningful and measurable elements that make the current de facto standard of in-person, human-to-human function well.
BACKGROUND
In the physical world, we perform authentication trivially. For example, humans may see someone whose face they recognize in a context they know, such as their workplace. If they see someone who they do not know in a sensitive area, then suspicion is raised. If they see someone they know in a place they do not expect to see them (e.g., a bank in the Cayman Islands), their suspicion may also be raised. It is this trivial, intuitive function that humans perform naturally. But it is difficult to be in a situation in which humans can always access a particular set of computational resources by authenticating themselves to another human. So we rely on computers to perform this authentication function. We note that the Turing Test [48] represents a lighter class of the authentication problem and has demonstrated the challenges in simply identifying that someone is a human. Identifying that someone is a specific person is a much harder problem that humans are far better at performing.
Authentication to a computer today typically relies on one or more (called multifactor authentication) of the following: something you know, such as passwords; something you have, such as one-time password hardware tokens; and/or something you are, such as some form of biometric [6, §12] . Individual authentication techniques typically include traditional passwords, graphical and video passwords, cognitive (e.g., word association) passwords, "tokens" (paper, hardware, etc..), and biometrics. Individually, these authentication techniques have a wide range of user effort, scalability, learning curve, accessibility, and resilience to theft, observation, and guessing [9, 10, 17, 19, 42] . Multi-factor authentication [20] and multi-step authentication are solid steps toward improving many of the key qualities for robust authentication. [49] . However, these criteria are likely to all be relevant to traditional computing, but traditional computing has a vastly different set of criteria than our question of validating identity in critical environments using inputs that provide meaningful and measurable degrees of confidence.
The state of digital authentication is not very impressive. Even for non-critical environments, one need only look at the number of times that unauthorized users access resources they should not have access to, or authorized users are accidentally granted access to resources that they should not, to know that authentication techniques currently in use are grossly inadequate. Moreover, as we discussed earlier, they do not actually address the problem: helping to verify the identity and intent of a individual. For example, long, complicated passwords are useful defenses against the threat of someone stealing a file containing password hashes. However, they are no longer relevant when the system being authenticated to locks out or throttles passwords after sufficient incorrect guesses [5] . Moreover, Person A knowing a password does not give Person B any valid means of determining whether Person A is who they claim to be. Even combinations of different classes of techniques-e.g., combining a password with an one-time password token and word association still do not address this problem [10] .
And yet, since humans perform authentication effortlessly, intuitively, and naturally we tend to take it for granted. We instinctively believe authentication is strong even when in reality, it is supported by the flimsiest evidence. The continued domination of passwords over other methods of authentication is an example of such instinctive belief.
GOALS AND USE CASES
We assert that physical, in-person interaction between two people who recognize each other is the "de facto standard" for authentication. It is not perfect. Human memories can fail and people's appearance can become less recognizable (e.g., due to age) or masqueraded (e.g., via surgery). However, human-to-human is based on more than a snapshot of appearance. There are gestures, gaits, and other patterns that provide substantially more input. Studies have shown that words only convey about 7% of the message content in a face-to-face exchange [32] . The remaining 93% is conveyed through tone of voice and body language.
The strength of authentication via passwords is very limited [32] . Password authentication to computers was developed in an environment where every bit, flop, and memory cell was precious. Technology today enables far richer authentication protocols. Therefore, the standard for comparison of authentication schemes should be the canonical face-to-face encounter between humans and not the existing password paradigm. Putting this situation in context, we propose a simple model for authentication that enables consideration of authentication in technology-enabled situations. This model includes face-to-face communication, communication through a pipe (or conduit), and communication with delay (or storage). These modes of human interaction are developed in the sections below:
Face-to-Face communication is the base case of interaction between two or more people. But such communication is limited because it requires both geographic and temporal synchronization. Technology enables asynchronous communication or communication over a distance but that convenience comes at a cost, i.e., eroded confidence of identity. Passwords are the de facto means of mitigating such erosion. However, as we describe below, the judicious application of technology in the other modes of communication can enable dramatic improvements in confidence of identity through increased natural cueing. The objective in all other modes of human interaction requiring authentication should strive to provide measures of identity that are as strong as in face-to-face interaction.
A pipe (or conduit) enables human interaction without requiring geographic synchronization. Videoconferencing and telephone conversations are examples of such "pipe-enabled" interaction. Both video and telephone enable authentication via tone of voice. Videoconferencing provides richer authentication because it enables the users to view geographic context and, perhaps even more importantly, body language.
Conversely, a "While You Were Out" sticky note is an example of human interaction that requires geographic synchronization without requiring temporal synchronization.
Delay (or storage) enables human interaction in the absence of both geographic and temporal synchronization. Email is an example of such delay-enabled interaction (as are social networking sites such as Facebook). The fact that email uses a server to store messages requires that users authenticate themselves to a machine to use the system. The machine becomes an intermediary between humans and the interaction is now mediated by authentication that the machine is capable of handling (i.e., passwords). This richer authentication of e-mail can be enabled by eliminating the server in favor of a peer-to-peer e-mail paradigm because a sysadmin for a central mail service cannot possibly take the time to assess the rich authentication inputs for every single email routed through the system, even in relatively lowvolume environments. In contrast, something more akin to peer-to-peer or a hybrid between peer-to-peer and centralized mail could make this tractable.
Applying our model for human interaction to scenarios in which geographic or temporal synchronization are not possible suggests the use of richer authentication techniquestechniques that communicate substantially more data about a person relevant to the authentication process-than those that are commonly used today. Rich authentication demands that users reveal significant information about themselves. This is a natural outcome in face-to-face encounters, but it is suspect in technology-enabled interaction because current authentication technology does not typically demand such revelation. As such, while our focus is on critical systems and we therefore largely ignore privacy, one could imagine applying these techniques in non-critical environments. In such cases, privacy considerations may have more weight. For simple transactions such as browsing the news on a website, users may choose to reveal very little about themselves and the news service may require only modest user information. As the transaction becomes more important (e.g., banking or national security) the user may be required to reveal more information about themselves. Trust negotiation approaches have been developed to facilitate such interaction [28] .
Certainly the highest level of authentication also demands that humans be the ultimate arbiters of authentication. Machines can provide information to facilitate such arbitration but the authentication decision must rest with solely with humans. It is using this notion that we discuss our goals and assumptions:
Goals.
Authentication should be measurably precise. It should never be unintentional or accidental [45] . It must not be sharable, or vulnerable to loss, theft, forgery, duplication, guessing, or mimicry [46] . Ideally such a system would allow for conditions where users are under duress and enable long-term auditing. This will reduce vulnerability to authentication that is somehow unintentional [11, 41] ).
Assumptions.
The system, including communications between remote sensors, must be measurably secure and trustable by both parties involved in the authentication. It should also tolerate the basic tenets of security including "insider" threats, be they authorized users who have "gone bad," are coerced, or have made mistakes. This can be done, for example, by authenticating several people and requiring consensus among a majority of those people for an action to take place. We assume that electronic communications are digitally signed using means that are not easily forgeable. The implementation of these assumptions are beyond the scope of this paper, however. Finally, we take the original establishment of "identity" as axiomatic: we are concerned only in connecting a person with their attempt to authenticate and not whether the means to do so also establish whether or not the person is the same person that is listed on a birth certificate.
PREMISE OF SOLUTIONS
We now discuss the premise of some possible solutions that fit our goals and why a number of alternatives do not.
Multi-Dimensional, Measurable Inputs
Collectively, rich authentication technologies, including biometrics, facial, environmental, voice recognition, GPS, etc..., are readily available, and can provide measures of identity that approach that of the physical world. Many smart-phones incorporate cameras, GPS receivers, accelerometers, and rate gyroscopes that can identify location [23, 30] , and evaluate gestures [36] , daily movements [43] , and writing style [35] . Additional, trivially available sensors such as galvanic skin response and eye tracking [27] enable continuous real-time user authentication. Early steps in rich authentication have been promising ("Cell phones show human movement predictable 93% of the time." [43] ).
Of all of these techniques, however, the only individual class of techniques resistent to all of these threats, in principle, are biometrics. And, not only are biometrics capable of being resistent to these threats, but they are measurably resistent. That is to say, while there is no way to accurately predict how likely it is, even in the most crucial cases, that someone will forget their password or lose their token [2, 4] . In contrast, biometrics offer distinct advantages over traditional authentication schemes because we can measurably predict the rate of false positives and false negatives based on the type of biometric used [1, 13, 24, 38] . Additionally, biometrics do not have interdependencies such as when one input to authentication depends on another.
But biometrics applied incorrectly can still be seriously flawed. For example, in a situation without a measurably secure biometric reader that the person authenticating trusts, the person authenticating risks that their biometric may be captured and replayed in the future. And, in a situation without a measurably secure biometric reader that the person or system being authenticated to trusts, the person being authenticated to risks being the target of a replay attack. Thus, both sides must have a probably trusted means of reading biometrics and a trusted path between the sensor and the person validating the sensor results, such as the clean slate solution referred to earlier [40] . And moreover, biometrics still result in a degree of confidence, not an absolute certainty.
Thus, we return to our previous assertion that computers lack the intuition that humans can benefit from. This does not mean that computers should not be part of the authentication equation. They are very effective in data correlation and tracking and should be used where they are strong. We believe that their role should focus on providing information, not deciding what to do with that information [22] . Thus, a computer can provide this degree of confidence to a human, but ultimately, a well-trained human is best able to make the decision. For this reason, audio and video should be also communicated as a means of providing as much as possible of an in-person, human-to-human authentication as possible [34] . For example, authentication of an email messages can be practically validated by encoding that message with a continuous video of a person typing the email (and indicating keystroke cadence) and then entering their thumbprint and retina scan. In the process, this communicates several types of biometrics all containing inputs that with measurable degrees of confidence, and, in the process that is combined with human visual and audio cues. While one may comment that these video streams could be faked, we reiterate that our assumption is that trust in the hardware is accomplished through previously-presented means [40] .
Biometrics and video-even several biometrics fused together to make masquerade harder-are not sufficient to verify intent, however. For this reason, a "secret" of some kind must also be used so that intent to access can be distinguished from accessing under duress [11, 41] ). Such a secret could be a password, but a password to disambiguate intent from duress need not be one that can withstand months of brute force attempts to guess the password [12] . That is not the objective here. The biometrics are the system used to provide measurable confidence of identity. The secret or password must simply enable communication of the users intent in a way that would be unlikely to be easily guessed [44] . In theory, such a secret could even be the knowledge of which finger to use to authenticate, with one finger indicating legitimate intent and another indicating duress. The space of finger combinations is probably too small to reasonably prevent guessing, however. But even a simple three-digit code 1 is unlikely to be guessed in the time that intent is communicated. Such a code need not have combinations of digits, punctuation, and upper and lower case letters, and need not be changed ever six months to protect against brute force attacks on weak hashing algorithms [42] . Nevertheless, simple secrets can be vulnerable to unauthorized disclosure which is why they must be used in conjunction with other techniques and why appropriate safeguards are still important.
"Usability" is not central to our theme but it is noteworthy. Currently, we have defaulted to a rather limited condition where we mistake burdensome security for good security: the assumption is that the more burdensome security measures are on authorized users, the more secure we are against unauthorized users [7] . We're finding that this is not the case [21] , and is often counterproductive [16, 42] . However, our proposed solution not only provides means to measure how likely someone is who they claim to be, but does so with less burden than existing means. Someone wishing to authenticate with our scheme could literally walk 1 Auto-destruct: http://en.memory-alpha.org/wiki/Auto-destruct into a room naked, carrying nothing, remembering virtually nothing, and can still authenticate.
Somewhat related to usability is the concept of "break-theglass" situations such as extremely time-sensitive emergencies when full authentication is not possible and the safety condition allows and requires the full authentication to be bypassed. In such situations, the techniques that we propose in this paper can still be used for post hoc auditing and analysis even if they are allowed to be bypassed for the actual authentication [40] . That is, whatever data can be collected can be used to show after the fact if the person who "broke" the glass should have been allowed access to the system.
Finally, we note that we must measure that trust continuously and not just at the start of a session. For example, actions, such as the act of sending a message, are not limited to the actual process of pressing the button that sends the message, but also include the process of writing the message. Continuous or dynamic authentication is not a new concept [29] , but is a particularly essential one to the paradigm that we propose, which is based on risk and confidence measures that can and often do change over time. Continuous authentication is a critical component to any resilient solution. Such approaches move beyond traditional passwords and hardware tokens, which capture only an single moment of trust in a particular context. Continuous authentication runs in the background, authenticating the user regularly (e.g., every keystroke, movement) and validating the fact that the user is in the room with a high degree of confidence. This is a simple and very effective part of most face-to-face communications. Continuous authentication may even provide a range of responses, depending on confidence (e.g., not just "allow" or "deny") [39] . Such a gradated response is an intrinsic and normal part of most face-to-face communications yet rather limited in the digital world. It is certainly not unreasonable for a bank teller to ask for more identification when a customer's interactions seem suspicious or they request to move larger sums of money. We believe such continuous and responsive authentication should be an integral part of the digital world.
Simple biometric validation has been exhaustively researched and limitations of such methods are well-known. Biometrics alone are limited in their ability to provide robust authentication. Nevertheless, biometrics are an essential element of any comprehensive authentication scheme. The continuous, real-time fusion of biometrics to validate identity and a very simple secret to validate intent can be used to improve authentication and reduce ambiguity while also improving the probability that the authorized user is who they claim to be, and intends to access a resource not just at the start of an authenticated session but throughout it.
It is important to note that any attempt to provide robust authentication is likely to erode privacy, due to fundamentally contrasting goals. We consider this balance intuitively every time we choose to physically attend a meeting. In addition to verbally sharing our thoughts, physical attendance demands that we reveal much additional information about us. We are for example, revealing what we look and sound like, our location, mannerisms, and more. In the case of a face-to-face meeting, we often unconsciously make the decision that the value of attendance is worth the compromise in privacy.
State and Behavior Metrics
In addition to those metrics that come from a specific, individual biological trait, we can build or erode confidence based on combined state and behavioral metrics. Adding combined state and behavioral metrics to a more traditional biometric results in the following notional taxonomy: Building on the canonical face-to-face interaction we now discuss several possible combined state and behavioral metrics (marked with a * in the notional taxonomy above).
Temporal issues.
Some authentication techniques are continuous and unbroken. An example of this is a video stream. Others are ongoing but are discrete events. An example of this is keystrokes. Yet other techniques reflect individual points in time and are completely discrete events. An example of this is traditional password entry. The simple fact that time has elapsed since the last face-to-face encounter serves to erode authentication confidence. Additionally, each of these other categories can also reflect the erosion of trust since the last face-to-face encounter. This can be done as a function of time (your login is only good for 10 minutes) or as a function of activity (e.g., idle terminal auto logout). Ideally, more gradual erosion could offer less critical functionality or require re-authentication when critical tasks were requested.
Spatial-temporal consistency.
Identity is compromised if a person is perceived to appear in two places at once. For example, a near-simultaneous appearance in geographically separated locations can indicate that an attack is underway. An individual logging in from to geographically distant locations moments apart could indicate the compromise of a shared secret, such as from as a keystroke logger on the first machine that was used to obtain a password to enable login from the second, geographicallydistant machine. Again, used on its own, "state" consistency is likely to be insufficient. Fusion is key among "state" input data as well. Knowing a signal is coming from a home need not mean that the person attempting to authenticate is the person expected-it could be a spouse, a child, a burglar, etc... The more the information provided uniquely identifies the person in question, clearly the more valuable the information [50] . And, additionally, not all "state" metrics are necessarily even useful, either. For example, GPS is likely to be much more meaningful than "IP geolocation," which can be trivially thwarted with VPNs, proxies, etc... [33] .
Starting from the face-to-face encounter, a spatial probability "basket" can be developed as a function of time based on the equations of state for human mobility. An individual appearing outside this spatial probability basket would erode authentication confidence.
Note that the "consistency" we refer to here is consistency as constrained by the laws of physics and not predictability, for example, if a user is simply trying to authenticate from a place that they do not usually authenticate from, much as is used with credit card fraud detection. Such a measure may be valuable in some cases but it is anathema to the system that we propose that needs to provide measurable certainty of identity. Such a system cannot reduce certainty just because of unusual circumstances because the system itself may need to be usable under unusual circumstances.
Biometrics.
Additionally, a variety of biometrics are frequently not considered in practice as things like fingerprint readers have but also have a measurable and scientific basis:
Use of grammar and idiom. Individuals use language differently -speech patterns represent something analogous to a psychological biometric. Grammar checkers analyze text based on accepted rules of proper usage. These grammar rules, however, allow significant freedom. Within these rules, individuals develop specific writing styles that are recognizable. For example, when reading the words "Speak, friend, and enter." [47] , should one interpret this to mean "Say the word 'friend' and then enter" or "Friend! Say something and then go inside"? Voice-recognition software exploits this individually specific style to improve speech recognition. In the same way, individual writing style can be used to increase authentication confidence.
Keystroke dynamics. Beyond a lingual analysis, keystroke dynamics (and other inputs to computers) have been shown to be a useful tool for authentication [26] . Such a system provides greater confidence with more keystrokes. Enabling such monitoring is yet another real-time continuous metric that can be used to increase or erode trust in a users identity.
As mentioned above, these metrics are fabulously invasive. Thus, they may only be desirable for high assurance, critical systems. Nevertheless, an evaluation similar to that by Bonneau, et al. [10] reveals that they would provide dramatic improvements in security with only limited compromises in usability and deployability.
Our goals combined with the current limitations of science and technology lead to a set of principles that we assert that systems must adhere to in order to capture the confidence measures of elements that make the current de facto standard of in-person, human-to-human function well.
PRINCIPLES OF AUTHENTICATION
We posit the Principles of Authentication that describe means of validating the amount of trust that one can place in a process of authentication: Recall that we treat identity as axiomatic. Identity could be a person, organization, property, set of properties, etc... Given that, the following principles speak to authenticating that identity. 0. Identity should be verified as long and as frequently as access to a resource is permitted. If access is ongoing then identity verification should be continuous.
1. Authentication is about validating whether or not someone is who they claim to be, and about determining whether that person intends to authenticate and is not, for example, being coerced.
2. In person, human-to-human authentication is the de facto standard in life. When this is not possible and computers must be involved, then computers should provide measures of confidence (or lack thereof) to humans. Those humans should ultimately make authentication decisions, not computers.
3. Authentication should be trivial for the person legitimately authenticating but hard for an adversary to defeat, much like verifying a key vs. guessing a key in public key cryptography.
Authentication that scales builds on these principles through bootstrapping. Using these techniques, we assert that humans should judge things based on the confidence level a computer provides. Moreover, instead of a single sign-in event enabling access until the user logs out, rich authentication intelligently fuses sensor data with predictable human behavior and limitations to enable probabilistic (and difficult to mimic) confidence that the specific user is at the machine. For example, conceivably, every keystroke [25] and mouse motion can be automatically and transparently signed indicating the confidence that the machine input was provided by the specific individual. If confidence is eroded due to user inconsistency (such as injury or sickness), confidence can be restored by requiring alternative (and potentially more intrusive) means such as DNA analysis of blood samples (as such technologies become widely available).
We reiterate that one of the reasons that humans are able to do this is context. We observe that in the physical world, physics is relevant. Humans can take this into account. Computers can too, but how much should they weigh it? For this reason, we believe authentication should employ additional factors that enable confidence about identity to be increased or decreased. Additional factors could include: where you are (e.g., via GPS) [14] -because human motion is governed by the laws of physics; and time-it is physically impossible for a human to be in two places at once, and so if Person A was in California at 10:00 AM on Tuesday, they won't be in Beijing one hour later.
Moreover, we observe that in the physical world, "authentication" (recognizing someone) draws heavily on intuition. In fact, humans perform this function naturally and trivially. In contrast, machines cannot understand the subtlety of authentication. For example, they cannot easily interpret the meaning of being "Facebook friends" with someone. Again, in contrast, humans can recognize gait, posture, and other forms of "body language," even via videoconferencing.
Alternatively, suppose that there exists background noise in a phone call from Disneyland. Humans recognize such sounds and intuitively and unconsciously check to ensure that this background information is consistent with the authentication "picture." For example, if an individual in a phone call claims to be delayed at the airport, sounds that are inconsistent with an airport (i.e., sounds from Disneyland) would serve to erode confidence in this authentication picture. Other participants in the phone call may choose to increase confidence in identity by pointing out this inconsistency. A simple and unobtrusive inquiry ("If you are at the airport, why do I hear Disneyland sounds in the background?") followed by a credible response ("Oh, I'm walking past the Disney store in the airport lobby right now.") would serve to increase confidence. Therefore, our idea is to present rich information to other human users to enable detection of inconsistencies in authentication.
Note that the "consistency check" provided by such background noise is anathema to computing systems. For example, Google Voice transcribes phone messages into text which is then e-mailed to the recipient. Background noise in a phone message complicates the speech recognition process and is unnecessary for the transcription to text. Therefore, the computing system regards such background noise as a complicating factor to be filtered out. As a result, the transcribed message loses a rich source of authentication information that could provide a consistency check.
An illustration of how a human might use this information is shown in Figure 1 . In that figure, "From Sean with 80% confidence" denotes that an e-mail has been received 'from Sean' just like any other e-mail application. The "80% confidence" notation is the summary metadata from all of the authentication confidence metrics described in this paper. The recipient of the e-mail may choose to open the e-mail message without any further consideration if 80% confidence is sufficient to meet their needs.
In the event that 80% confidence "seems a little low" based on previous context (such as e-mails received from this sender in the past or the criticality of the information in the e-mail) the recipient may desire increased confidence that this e-mail is, indeed, from Sean. In this situation, the user can click on the confidence and be taken to a graphical representation of the metadata used to produce the "80% confidence" metric. In Figure 1 , this notional graphical representation summarizes the metrics leading to "80% confidence"-"'biometrics" and "equations of state." Clicking on "biometrics" takes the user to a comparison of Sean's biometrics from this e-mail with biometrics from previous e-mails and supplemental biometric updates from Sean. In this notional example, there is a 98% match between current and previous biometrics which the recipient could consider good enough for confidence in this message.
The "equations of state" metric, however, is only at 50% due to the fact that Sean has been moving at a high rate of speed since previous e-mails and updates were received from Sean. "Sean's estimated location" is based on the maximum reasonable speed (e.g., on an airplane) at which Sean could be traveling for the amount of time since the last updatehence the circle shown on the map would be increasing in diameter with time. Since the graphical representation of "Sean's current location" is at the edge of (but, nevertheless, within) this circle, the recipient may be led to conclude, correctly, that Sean has been traveling. If even greater confidence is needed (again, due to the criticality of the information in the e-mail) the recipient may choose to call Sean on the cell phone and verbally verify that he is somewhere in the vicinity of Albuquerque, New Mexico. The recipient may even choose to further corroborate this cell phone conversation with Sean by calling some of Sean's associates in Albuquerque.
EXAMPLES
In this section, we consider three alternative applications for continuous or dynamic authentication.
Human-Machine Authentication.
Continuous authentication develops a probability of user presence that moves up and down depending on the situation and as new sources of data are added. As a user walks into the same room with the "authenticator device" (a computer, tablet, smart phone, etc.), the authenticator device may use a facial recognition algorithm to develop a probability of the user being in the room of 0.7. As the user picks up the authenticator device, the device may use accelerometers and rate gyros to recognize gestures invoked by the user to increase this probability to 0.85. As the user moves around, the authentication device may use the same devices to increase the probability that the user is in the room to 0.93 over time. After two hours, continued observation of the user's biometrics may increase the probability that the user is in the room to 0.97. When the user puts on the iris/retina recognition/eye-tracking glasses, the probability of the user's presence goes to 0.993. During all of this, the user might be dictating to a computer. Based on the fact that the human does not use any "duress words" during that time, the probability of duress is low. After the user sends a couple of emails, observation of the user's typing rhythms provides a probability that those emails come from the user and that the user is sanguine goes to 0.99995.
Human-Human Authentication.
Humans are far more capable authenticators than machines. However, there are also limitations to a human's ability to perform authentication. For example, it has been shown that humans can only maintain stable relationships with roughly 150 people [15] . Since authentication may require going outside that bound, it is necessary to develop means for providing that ability. Modern social networking sites are an example of something that gives a means for one person to reference beyond the 150 people that they know personally by using people within their 150-person network to validate and vouch for people outside that 150 people.
Additionally, the sensor-fusion assessment described above can provide useful information to aid human authentication. For many interactions, the authentication assessment prepared for human-machine authentication may be more than sufficient. In addition, the human-machine authentication can keep the user from making stupid mistakes.
For critical interactions in a high-threat environments, however, raw information (such as the video feed of the user walking into the room, etc.) should be provided with high integrity to the decision-maker. In such situations, inconsistencies between the human-machine authentication result and the raw information provided to the decision-maker may serve to erode confidence below that developed through human-machine authentication. In the same way a heads up display helps pilots track aircraft status and select targets we envision an environment where a machine may help the humans process the data but in the end they select the target and they verify the authentication.
Machine-Human Authentication.
We note in passing that there are examples of where a machine may need to authenticate to a human, for example a remote sensor in a hostile environment. While this is a related issue to what we discuss in this paper because it also involves origin integrity, the topic is mostly out of the scope of this paper because we believe that the solutions relate less to verifying identity and more to the integrity of the data and/or sensor. Thus, we feel machine-human authentication relates more to a combination of data provenance, our previously-described approach on clean slate designs [40] , and, in some cases, procedures [37] similar to zero-knowledge protocols [18] .
SUMMARY
Online activities can approach the level of clarity, certainty and intuitiveness as activities in the physical world. Physical world metaphors drive the entire user experience. However, the misapplication of some of these metaphors physical metaphors-e.g., resemblance as opposed to mere consistency-can create anxiety and a lack of clarity for users about online actions. Moreover, a mismatch in goalse.g., preventing attack of a captured set of password hashes, rather than validating user identity-lead to solutions that are inappropriate in some situations, and certainly in critical environments. Our principles of authentication are a solution to this mismatch. By properly ensuring consistency between two worlds and appropriately managing the role of humans vs. the role of computers, the "membrane" between the physical and online world effectively disappears.
